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“SUBJECT: 

s010—104 

UNITED STATES | CORNMENT CONF IDET: Gr a ae 

Memorandum are _U. &. Secret Service on . 

TO chief OM Dec., 3, 1963 

1 FROM™ sarc Bouck -PRS oD os ee 

PRS Activities in Relation to the Texas Trip and the 
Assassination of President Kennedy’ 

On about November 8, 1963, PRS was officiflly notified 
‘of the itinerary for the proposed trip.of President Kennedy ° 

and Vice President Johnson to Texas. 

; A clerical employee of this office immediately checked 
the trip index file for PRS subjects of concern in relation 

te the Texas trip. No cards were found in the file that would | 
indicate the presence’ of any known seriously dangerous PRS 

| Subjects as residing in the Dallas area, nor in any other 
area in Texas where stops were scheduled except for Houston. 

The file jackets on the two Houston cases were withdrawn 
~ *and taken to the Acting ASAIC who reviewed them and directed 

that an alert be prepared. He also examined the cards in the - 
check-up control box and found no other subjects in the areas 
involved that appeared to warrant including in the alert. 

- On November 14, 1963, the above indicated clerical employee. 
prepared an office memorandun advising the name of one PRS 
subject who had previously been referred to the interested 
offices and waS still of concern, and furnishing identifying ° 

a data on a new PRS subject who had not previously been included .. wet 

in the alert. The original of this memo was immediately trans- 
mitted to the White House Detail and a copy was mailed to the 
-Houston Secret Service office. 

‘Shortly after 1:30 p.m., November 22, 1963, PRS received. 
word that President Kennedy had been shot. Information as to 

- the identity of the assassin was unknown at that time. Early 
in the afternoon word was received that a Dallas police officer 
had been shot by a man named Lee liarvcy Oswald, and that this 

‘man was a possible suspect in the assassination A search of 
-- PRS files was made for. any record of tnat name but none could 

-be found, Other government agencies were contacted and by 
mid afternoon we began receiving information from these sources. 

“By the time information from Dallas began to indicate that 
Oswald was probably the assassin we had received considerable !. 

" background material on him from the other agencies. The 
“processing and organizing of information received on. the assassin 
and the assass¢nation has been continuing from that | tine. e 
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‘When Oswald was murdered we apain made a search’ of | 
; . PRS files with negative results for any information on‘ the 
yRurderer, Jack < Rubenstein, alias Jack Ruby. - : 
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